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Abstract
People are increasingly using data encryption software to ensure data confidentiality.
One application which facilitates data encryption is the freely available and open-source
software named TrueCrypt. Merely detecting encrypted data can be challenging for the
digital forensic investigator as its content appears random when viewed. TrueCrypt
magnitudes this difficulty by implementing two features, a hidden volume and a hidden
operating system. When these features are used not only does the software provide data
confidentiality through encryption, it lets people deny that data exists and this is often
difficult for the forensic investigator to disprove.
Where use of data encryption is suspected, forensic investigators will typically try to gain
access to the suspect’s computer whilst it is powered on.

In its powered on state,

recovery from memory of password and key material may be possible or it could allow
direct access to the data in a decrypted state.

In this thesis, a security analysis of

TrueCrypt, we examine a worst case scenario. In the scenario the forensic investigator
only has access to the suspect computer’s hard disk after the machine had been switched
off for a considerable length of time and thus a memory capture or access to the data in a
decrypted state was not possible. This thesis begins by evaluating existing statistical tests
for their suitability in differentiating the encrypted TrueCrypt data from other nonencrypted data.

A process model is defined which could be used by the forensic

investigator to identify the encrypted data solely by analysis of the suspect hard disk’s
raw byte data content. The process model is applied to the problem of detecting a hidden
volume or hidden operating system. In application and verification of the process model
this thesis establishes a revised volume layout of the actual TrueCrypt volume, but
ultimately the hidden volume and hidden operating system remained undetectable.
Using existing forensic investigation techniques, this thesis examines the leaking of
information which could aid the forensic investigator in establishing use of TrueCrypt to
further strengthen the case against the suspect. Finally, I conclude that detection of the
hidden volume and hidden operating system solely from analysis of the suspect
computer’s hard disk is still problematic for the forensic investigator.
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Section I
1. Introduction
1.1 Statement of Objectives
The primary objective of this project was to demonstrate whether a TrueCrypt hidden
volume or hidden operating system could be detected by the forensic investigator.
In support of the primary objective this project set out to answer three questions:
1)Could tests for randomness be applied to detecting the hidden volume or operating
system?
2)Did information leak to the host operating system which could confirm the
existence of a hidden volume or hidden operating system?
3)Could TrueCrypt volume headers be used to detect a hidden volume or hidden
operating system?

1.2 Motivation
A question which one asks as a forensic investigator conducting an investigation is, how
do you know you have all the information? As an investigator you should be able to
present a fair and unbiased report on the information you find.

If information is

encrypted, redacted or not known about then it cannot be said that the report is unbiased
or fair, the hiding of information prevents this.
Investigations are being thwarted or delayed by the use of disk encryption technology. It
is widely accepted that bad people are using disk encryption to conceal evidence,
Denning and Baugh [1] provide a number of examples and cite instances where it was not
possible to gain access to the data in a decrypted state. In the sentencing remarks of His
Honour Judge John Evans the judge stated that the investigation into Surf the Channel, a
company setup by Anton Vickerman, was disadvantaged due to Anton Vickerman’s
reluctance to disclose the password needed to decrypt the data held on Vickerman’s
computer [2].

In response to the sentencing remarks a statement, reportedly from

Vickerman, was posted to the Surf the Channel website. The statement, which has since
1

been removed from the original site, can be found mirrored on other sites [3]. The
statement references the use of TrueCrypt software, but crucially states that the drives
were mounted and available in unencrypted form at the time of acquisition by the forensic
investigator. It is not clear which account is factually correct but Vickerman’s comment
does provide an insight into which software was in use.
In an attempt to quantify the extent to which digital forensic investigations were
encountering encryption, a request was made to the London Metropolitan Police Service
under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. The request was denied as it was cost
prohibitive to produce the results. The response cannot be reproduced due to possible
copyright infringement.

1.3 Scope
The scope of this thesis is restricted to:
1)A single forensic image of a hard disk drive (non-solid state variety).
2)No live memory captures of the suspect PC.
3)The Microsoft Windows version of TrueCrypt.
4)The suspect PC was powered off and all TrueCrypt volumes were dismounted.
5)TrueCrypt partitions or device class encrypted volumes (see section 2.5 TrueCrypt
storage containers for a description).

2

Section II
2. Background and literature review
This section provides background information together with a review of current literature
available relating to the subjects of TrueCrypt, random data, data storage, digital forensic
process and encrypted data.

2.1 Hiding information through the ages
Throughout history there are many examples of the need to hide information. Singh [4]
provides us with a few; secret writing during the wars between Greece and Persia in 480
B.C. and substitution ciphers used by Julias Caesar and the imprisoned Mary Queen of
Scots. The aim of each was to keep their communication secret and readable only by
those who knew the method to transform the message back to a readable form. When the
message contents were known by another unauthorised party the consequences could be
very serious. Mary Queen of Scots was executed for treason because her messages had
been deciphered and used as evidence against her [4].
Modern technology easily allows data to be hidden or encrypted.

There are many

software applications that provide this functionality, including TrueCrypt [5].

2.2 TrueCrypt data encryption software
The TrueCrypt software [5] is free open-source software that provides a number of ways
to encrypt data. In total it has been downloaded 28,160,631 times. The latest release at the
time of writing is 7.1.a which has been downloaded 4,771,757 times [6].
The popularity of TrueCrypt could be attributed to a number of factors:
1. The TrueCrypt license agreement permits free use in both a commercial and noncommercial setting, other disk encryption software is purchasable.
2. TrueCrypt can be used on a diverse range of operating system platforms namely
Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OSX and Linux.
3. For each platform type, a wide range of operating systems versions are supported
e.g., the current version of TrueCrypt is supported on Windows generations from
3

Window 2000 service pack 4 to Windows 7 32 bit and 64 bit editions. For full
details of supported operating systems see Appendix 1: Operating systems
supported by TrueCrypt.
4. TrueCrypt is open-source therefore the full source code is available for scrutiny
and if necessary compilation to an executable application by the user.

The

openness of the software developers to publish their source code has contributed
to users’ trust in the program. By examining the source-code users can gain a
level of confidence that the software contains no secret backdoors which could be
used to access the encrypted information in a decrypted form.
5. TrueCrypt is one of a small number of applications which allow the ability to nest
one encrypted storage container inside another. The aim of nesting the storage
containers is to hide the existence of the inner container such that its presence is
undetectable and can be plausibly denied. In section 0 of this thesis this view of
storage containers is redefined.
The challenge for the forensic investigator, assuming TrueCrypt has been configured
correctly (see Security Requirements and Precautions of the TrueCrypt user guide [7])
is whether within the collected digital evidence can TrueCrypt hidden volumes or
operating systems be detected?

2.3 The digital forensic process
There are a number of guidelines or suggested models available for conducting a digital
forensic investigation, examples are found in papers by Baryamureeba and Tushabe [8],
Carrier and Spafford [9] and Hart, et al. [10] these papers discuss in depth different
approaches and refinements to existing models. Ultimately the process followed is likely
to be unique to a particular organisation or investigator. For the purpose of this thesis a
simplified investigation model has been distilled from information in [8], [9] and [10] and
is shown in Figure 1. The stages relevant to this thesis were evidence collection and
evidence processing and analysis. The initial request and reporting stage were not
considered.
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Initial Request

Evidence collection

• Initated by event
occurence or
detection.
• Request by person
in authority

Evidence processing
and analysis

• Source s identified
• Presevation of
evidence integrity
• Documented chain
of custody

• Tool selection
• Techniques tested
and developed
• Data extraction
• Refinement of data
• Interpretation of
data

Reporting
• Final report
• Presentation of
findings

Figure 1 A simplified forensic investigation process

Evidence collection involves an initial search to identify sources of potential evidence.
In a simple investigation this could be an individual’s hard disk drive or removable media
all stored at a single location. In more complex investigations potential evidence could
be found in disperse locations not all of which the investigator has immediate access to,
for example cloud based technologies such as software as a service or cloud based
storage.

This paper relates to the detection of TrueCrypt’s hidden data elements,

volumes and operating systems and we shall only consider a single hard disk case.
Having identified potential evidence data sources the physical characteristics of the
source were documented. The data was collected in a forensically sound manner so that
the integrity of the data was maintained. Actions on the data were fully recorded and a
chain of custody was started for each item. The chain of custody document was critical
for documenting an unbroken chain, tracking who had handled the evidence from each
point forward.

With the growing use of data encryption technologies, if the PC

containing the media was powered on, it is now commonplace to acquire an in memory
image. When using a tool such as Forensic Disk Decryptor from ElcomSoft Co.Ltd. [11]
acquisition of an in memory image can allow the investigator to gain access to key
recovery material of in memory encryption software. It can also provide the investigator
an opportunity to access data in a decrypted form whilst the PC still has power and the
encrypted containers are mounted and available for use. Identification of which
encryption software is in use is also possible; tools such as Encrypted Disk Detector from
Magnet Forensics Inc. [12] accomplish this by examination of in memory processes.
This paper considers a worst case scenario where it was not possible to gain access to the
PC in a powered on state therefore it was not possible to recover data in a decrypted form
as the container was not mounted for use and the tools to acquire memory resident key
material or identify the encryption software could not be used. The investigator was left
with a bit for bit duplicate of the source storage media, the forensic image, which may or
5

may not contain encrypted data. Dependent upon which mode of TrueCrypt was used it
may not be immediately possible to confirm whether TrueCrypt had been used or whether
the data contained on the forensic image was just random.
In an investigation where full disk data encryption has not been used the evidence
processing and analysis stage aims to refine the acquired data by elimination of known
operating system or application data files.

This leaves only user data for further

processing, review and interpretation by the investigator. Attempts are made to recover
data which has been deleted and is marked as such in the file system. Attempts are also
made to recover data which has been deleted, but only exists on the media in areas
currently not used by the file system such as in the unallocated free partition space or
areas not currently allocated to a disk partition such as volume free space.
2.3.1 Carving
As part of the refinement process the investigator may encounter data files whose
contents cannot be easily read as text due to the investigator not having the correct
creating application installed on the forensic examination machine. However, most data
files normally possess a known signature or format and the data type can be determined
from this. An example of this is where an investigator might expect the contents of file
named readme.txt to contain ASCII text, but analysis of the file’s signature might show it
to be a compressed ZIP archive. The filename had been changed to disguise its true
content. When viewing the first four bytes of the readme.txt in a hexadecimal editor [13]
the hexadecimal values 50 4b 03 04 are shown which represent the known signature [14]
of a ZIP archive file, this can be seen in Figure 2.

6

Figure 2 Example of known file structure

This technique which is commonly used in forensic investigation is a process known as
carving. The carving technique allows the forensic investigator to identify files which,
based on their filename and file extension, appear to contain one form of data, but in
reality contains something else. It also allows the investigator to search for known
signature’s and extract a pre-determined amount of data following a signature match.
The TrueCrypt documentation states, a hidden volume “does not contain any kind of
signature” [7], this statement is also confirmed by Jozwiak, et al. [15] and Hargreaves and
Chivers [16]. We examine this claim further in section 6 TrueCrypt volume header
detection.
2.3.2 Encrypted evidence
Of the literature reviewed relating to the handling of encrypted evidence, much of the
focus was on methods to maintain or gain access to decryption keys. The focus of this
work is justified as forensic “investigators are routinely faced with the reality of
sophisticated encryption” [17].

There are a number of decisions to be made when

confronted with a computer which the investigator suspects is running encryption. If the
computer system is found in a state where the computer is powered on and the operating
system is running, a decision is made as to whether to acquire a copy of the volatile
memory or not. Executing the software to make a duplicate of the volatile memory

7

changes the state of memory yet Principle 1 of the Good Practice Guide for ComputerBased Electronic Evidence [17] states:
“No action taken by law enforcement agencies or their agents should change data
held on a computer or storage media which may subsequently be relied upon in
court.”[17].
However, if data encryption software is in use this might be the only chance to either
acquire the data in a readable form or to acquire the encryption keys to allow decryption
of the data at a later date. Failing to recognise that data encryption is in use can leave
forensic investigators without access to evidence at a later time. The impact of this was
demonstrated in the case of Sebastien Boucher VS United States [18], and further
discussed by Casey, et al. [19]. In summary, at an international border crossing the
laptop of Sebastien Boucher was searched and found to contain images of suspected child
pornography.

The law enforcement officer shut down the laptop without realising

encryption was in use, crucially before any attempts to duplicate the unencrypted contents
of the laptop’s hard disk.

Later attempts by law enforcement officers to view the

contents of data previously seen at the crossing were unsuccessful. With TrueCrypt if
the volumes are closed and dismounted the issue is not just whether they can be
deciphered but can they be detected at a later stage?
Detection of encrypted data based on statistical analysis of a file’s content was
demonstrated by Jozwiak, et al. [15]. Their work focused upon detecting encrypted data
contained within files and detection of encrypted containers by file signature analysis.
Their file signature analysis covered a number of disk encryption applications, one of
which was TrueCrypt. It is unclear from their analysis of statistical algorithms as to what
encryption algorithm was analysed as the data was only referred to as “encrypted”. Their
paper also makes reference to non-file based detection methods of detecting encryption,
but does not validate these. Many of the statistical tests used by Jozwiak et al. have been
applied to the application of testing the binary sequence of digits output from random
(TRNG) and pseudo random number generators (PRNG), [20],[21],[22].

The tests

although primarily designed for evaluating the randomness of a sequence were shown in
the work of Jozwiak et al. to be applicable to detecting encrypted file data which is
considered to be random.

Unlike the work of Jozwiak et al. who only examined

encrypted file data, this thesis, with the purpose of detecting TrueCrypt’s hidden volumes,
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set out to validate the applicability of these and similar statistical tests when applied to a
raw byte data stream of the forensic image. The raw byte data stream consists of all data
in the hard disk volume from the first to last byte and as such is independent of file
system objects such as files and file system structure. One issue with the paper written
by Jozwiak, et al. [15] was the inability to verify some of the paper’s references. The text
of their paper refers to reference numbers (19) and (20) and yet their bibliography stops at
(17). These errors might be a publishing issue rather than a lack of quality assurance but
should be kept in mind.
Casey, et al. [19] and Wolfe [23] discuss and provide advice about the problems of
securing encrypted data so the data can be read at a later time in an unencrypted form. As
is common with much of the literature reviewed, in each case the computers were
switched on and it supposes the encrypted data could be detected. Whilst the advice is
valid it does not fall within scope of this thesis. This thesis is confined to a single image
of the hard disk taken from the suspect computer which was found in a powered off state
and as such Casey, et al. and Wolfe’s advice does not apply.
Wolfe [23] raises the question how do you know encryption has been used? He suggests a
number of techniques using hardware that would be applicable to detecting hidden
TrueCrypt volumes. Wolfe proposes hardware key loggers, but these are considered out
of scope for this thesis. This thesis is attempting to detect the TrueCrypt hidden volumes
in situations where an image of a hard disk has been obtained from a computer whilst it
was powered off. In the course of a normal forensic examination it is desirable to gather
the hard disk image along with an image of the running computer’s memory contents.
With power applied to the computer, in cases where disk encryption is used, the forensic
investigator has an opportunity to access the volume data in a decrypted form or the
possibility of recovering key material from the memory contents [16]. The installation
of a hardware key logging device requires a level of surveillance to be applied to the
subject. In these circumstances it is highly unlikely that analysis of the target computer
would require the forensic investigator to detect whether TrueCrypt had been used, it
would probably already be known [24].
The paper of Czeskis, et al. [25] in 2008 is one the few pieces of literature found which
specifically examines TrueCrypt.

It examines TrueCrypt’s capability to provide a

deniable file system and thus provide plausible deniability. The authors provide a good
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definition of how a deniable file system differs from an encrypted file system. The key
difference is, in an encrypted file system, the structure of the file system, folders and files
are still visible and it is only the contents of the files which remain unreadable to those
who do not possess the decryption keys [25]. In a deniable file system like TrueCrypt
hidden volumes, these visible elements should be undetectable when the file system is not
in use.
In the same paper the authors document a number of cases where third party applications
retain meta-information relating to the contents of the hidden volume after the hidden
volume has been closed. The implication of this finding is it would strengthen the
forensic investigators argument about the contents and presence of a hidden volume. This
apparent weakness has reportedly been addressed in newer versions of the TrueCrypt
software [5]. The TrueCrypt documentation [7] recommends the creation of a hidden
operating system to contain any possible data leakage. The topic of data leakage in
hidden volumes and hidden operating systems was analysed in section 5, but unlike
Czeskis, et al. [25] this thesis was confined only to applications installed during a default
installation of the operating system and does not consider 3rd party applications.
In summary, much of the preceding work has focused on gaining access to or ensuring a
duplicate of data is taken in its decrypted form. Gaining access is only part of the
problem. It is a significant part of the problem when dealing with hidden information,
but if the forensic investigator cannot produce evidence of a deniable file system, in
TrueCrypt’s case a hidden volume, it is not possible to invoke laws such as the
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 [26] (RIPA) to force a suspect to disclose
keys or data in a readable form.

2.4 An overview of data storage
This section provides an overview of a typical hard disk storage media device. It shows
that the operating systems view of data contained on a storage device is abstract from
how the data is actually stored on the physical device.
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2.4.1 The hard disk storage device
A typical hard disk drive (non-solid state drive) consists of a number of spinning circular
platters stacked together around a central spindle. Each platter surface is coated with a
magnetic material. A head affixed to the end of a moveable arm, reads and writes the
magnetic information. The disk is prepared for use by a low level factory format which
creates many concentric circles on the platter surface called tracks. Each track is further
sub-divided into a data unit called a sector. Typically a sector can store 512 bytes of
data.
Historically an individual sector was referenced by a combination of its track address,
known as the cylinder address “C”, a number identifying the head which could read the
platter, the head address “H” and the address to identify its location within a track, the
sector address “S” collectively known as the CHS address. However, modern day hard
disk drives capacities have outgrown the original 504 MB disk limit imposed by older
machine Basic Input Output System (BIOS), CHS addressing and the original AT
attachment (ATA) hard disk interface specification [27]. Different addressing schemes
emerged and were subsequently superseded as drive capacities increased. At the time of
writing ATA / ATA Packet Interface (ATAPI) 8 was the most recent published standard
[27] which sequentially allocates a single 48 bit number to each sector. This is called
logical block addressing.
Hard disk drives designed to be used via the Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI)
and not accessed through the machine BIOS have not suffered the same size restrictions
as the ATA controller specifications. The SCSI specification uses either a 32 bit or 64 bit
logical block addressing method to reference sectors on a hard disk drive device.
2.4.2 Volumes
The next layer of abstraction is the volume. In the simplest case where all sectors are
contained with a single storage device, “a volume is a collection of addressable sectors
that an Operating System (OS) or application can use for data storage”, Carrier [28]. In
more complex configurations, multiple storage devices can be combined together to
create a redundant array of inexpensive disks known as a RAID [29]. Disks within RAID
volumes can be combined to provide varying degrees of fault tolerance, performance and
scalability.

When data is acquired by the forensic investigator it is vital that the

complete volume is captured even if it spans multiple disks. Failure to capture the
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complete volume could lead to an incomplete analysis as data could be missing. For this
thesis only volumes contained on a single storage device were considered as we were
considering the ability to detect TrueCrypt data not the ability to reconstruct the
underlying volume.
2.4.3 Partitions
A volume can be further sub-divided into sections called partitions. Carrier [28] defines a
partition as “a collection of consecutive sectors in a volume”. The partition may contain
all the sectors of the entire volume or it could be a smaller subset of the volume sectors.
There are a number of reasons why we partition a volume. Each partition might contain
a different type of file system which determines how data is stored, categorised and
accessed with respect to file size, access controls and file naming conventions. Another
reason is different partitions can enable a simpler disaster recovery process by enforcing
segregation of application data from user data. The user knows all their data is contained
within one partition and it is this partition which must be backed up rather than having to
identify their data among the vast number of application files and directories. Finally, the
operating system might use different partitions for different purposes e.g. a partition could
be designated as the location the operating system uses when swapping memory pages to
disk as part of its virtual memory management. To enable an operating system to store
and access data within a partition, the partition needs to be prepared. A partition is
prepared for use by using a software application started from bootable media. The
software application creates the necessary data structures required for implementing the
file system, a process called formatting.
2.4.4 File system
A file system provides a structured way to store and access data on the storage medium.
Containers for data are called files and a collection of files can be contained in a single
location called a directory or folder. From a computer’s perspective, the file system
defines how to store and retrieve data and what metadata is required to achieve this for
example, a file name and access information such as who can access the file, the file size,
its location within the partition, when was it last accessed and when was it created.
2.4.5 Storage allocation units
Files are allocated within the file system based on a multiple of an allocation unit. The
name of this allocation unit varies depending on the file system used. In the FAT file
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system the allocation unit is commonly called a cluster and in the Ext file system the
allocation unit is called a block. All the allocation units within a file system are the same
size and are based upon a multiple of sector size. To illustrate, the size of allocation unit
where

is the number of sectors to allocate, for example if the

sector size is 512 bytes and

is 8 the allocation unit of the file system is 8 x 512 bytes =

4,096 bytes. In the example shown, the minimum file size of any file in the file system is
4 kilobytes (KB). The allocation unit can, in some file systems, be determined at the
time of formatting. If the allocation size is set too large this results in wasted disk space.
Conversely if the allocation unit is too small, the management overhead of maintaining
multiple allocation units per file are increased and file system performance can suffer.
Allocation units not currently allocated to files and the partitions free space are
collectively called unallocated space [30]. The unallocated space could contain data
from files which have been deleted but whose content remains. The extent to which data
can be retrieved depends upon how busy the file system is and what the file systems
underlying allocation and unallocated space reuse strategies are.
2.4.6 Slack space
Disk space is wasted because of poor utilisation of a single allocation unit by small files
or poor utilisation of the last allocation unit used by large files. The wastage occurs
when the file size is not a multiple of the allocation unit size and because the unutilised
area of the allocation unit is unavailable for use by additional files. The wasted portion
of the allocation unit is called file slack space.
Slack space can also occur within a volume and within a partition [30]. Volume slack
spaces are the sectors of the volume currently not allocated to a partition. Partition slack
space is the space left within a partition when the actual partition size is smaller than a
multiple of the sector size. The file, partition and volume slack space could all contain
remnants of data previously occupying the sectors and is examined as part of the normal
investigation process. As volume and partition slack space are not allocated to the file
system, data could be hidden in these areas without fear of it being overwritten by normal
operating system use [31]. TrueCrypt supports multiple storage containers, none of
which exist within slack space. Considering slack space for statistical analysis is still
valid because if there is space between TrueCrypt volumes then this might be observable.

2.5 TrueCrypt storage containers
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TrueCrypt operates by on-the-fly encryption and decryption of data contained within a
TrueCrypt volume. To the user the volumes when opened or mounted (a term used to
make the volume available for use) in the operating system look and perform just like a
normal hard disk or USB storage device. The data is automatically encrypted or
decrypted; the process is transparent to the user.

TrueCrypt supports a number of

symmetric encryption algorithms. The algorithm can be selected by a user when creating
a new TrueCrypt volume. The list of supported algorithms for TrueCrypt 7.1.a is shown
in Table 1. The information in Table 1 has been adapted from the TrueCrypt
documentation [7].
Symmetric encryption

Key size

Block size

Mode of

algorithm

(bits)

(bits)

operation

AES

256

128

XTS

Serpent

256

128

XTS

Twofish

256

128

XTS

AES+Twofish

[256]+[256]

128

XTS

AES+Twofish+Serpent

[256]+[256]+[256]

128

XTS

Serpent+AES

[256]+[256]

128

XTS

Serpent+Twofish+AES

[256]+[256]+[256]

128

XTS

Twofish+Serpent

[256]+[256]

128

XTS

Table 1 Symmetric encryption algorithms supported by TrueCrypt 7.1a.

TrueCrypt’s use of the term ‘volume’ differs to the term previously discussed in section
2.4.2 which refers to the storage medium. To avoid confusion the term ’TrueCrypt
volume’ will be used when referring to the encrypted data accessible by TrueCrypt and
the term ‘volume’ will apply to a storage volume as previously defined in section 2.4.2.
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2.5.1 Encrypted TrueCrypt volumes
In TrueCrypt there are two classes of encrypted volumes. The first class is called
encrypted file containers and these exist as an encrypted file visible within the file
system, this is shown in Figure 3.

TrueCrypt encrypted file container

Encrypted

Volume

Partition

Files

KEY

Data encrypted

Data not encrypted

Figure 3 TrueCrypt encrypted file container

The second class of TrueCrypt volume encrypts either an entire partition or device, for
example a partition on a hard disk or the complete storage device volume and this is
shown in Figure 4. Both classes are referred to in much of the literature as “outer”
volumes, in this thesis we will use the term standard TrueCrypt volume.

TrueCrypt volume partition encryption

Partitions

Encrypted

Volume

TrueCrypt volume device encryption

Encrypted

Volume
KEY

Data encrypted

Data not encrypted

Figure 4 TrueCrypt partition and device encryption
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The TrueCrypt foundation separates the volumes defined in our second class into
partitions or devices which contain the files required to start the operating system and
those which don’t. If the volume contains the operating system start files it is called a
system partition or system device. This thesis aims to detect volumes which exist at a
partition or device level and these could include a system partition or device.
TrueCrypt also supports the creation of hidden volumes and hidden operating systems.
These encrypted volumes are hidden within the standard TrueCrypt volume and can exist
in any of the defined classes.
2.5.2 Hidden TrueCrypt volumes
Each of the defined classes can contain a hidden encrypted TrueCrypt volume which we
shall call a hidden volume. The hidden volume exists within the area not allocated to files
the free space of a standard TrueCrypt volume.

The TrueCrypt documentation[7]

provides us with a diagram of the standard TrueCrypt volume and hidden volume layout,
the diagram shown in Figure 5 is adapted from this. When the standard TrueCrypt
volume is in use “it should be impossible to prove whether there is a hidden volume
within it or not” [7]. The volume structures shown in Figure 5 can occur in the regions of
Figure 3 and Figure 4 referred to as “Data encrypted”.
Standard TrueCrypt volume
64
KB

64
KB

Variable size

Variable size

TrueCrypt volume containing a hidden volume
64
KB

64
KB

Variable size

Variable size

Variable size

KEY

Standard volume header

Hidden volume header

Encrypted file data area

Area occupied by the hidden volume

Free space containing random data

Figure 5 TrueCrypt volumes
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When a user attempts to mount a hidden or standard TrueCrypt volume they receive a
password prompt, unless they have elected to cache the password. The password which
is entered at the prompt determines whether the standard TrueCrypt volume or the hidden
volume is mounted. TrueCrypt first attempts to mount the standard volume using the
user supplied password, if this fails, it tries to mount the hidden volume using the same
password [7]. The determining factor as to which TrueCrypt volume is mounted is based
solely on the supplied password. For this reason the passwords for the standard TrueCrypt
volume and hidden volume must be different. Without the correct password to unlock
the hidden volume, their presence is reportedly undetectable as they appear to contain
only random data [7]. The hidden volumes have been called deniable file systems [32] as
unlike file hosted standard TrueCrypt volumes they have no structure which is observable
within the file system.
As the hidden volume resides in the free space of the standard TrueCrypt volume it is
possible to overwrite its data by filling the standard volume. The user can protect against
this when mounting a standard TrueCrypt volume by selecting the “protect hidden
volume against damage caused by writing to outer volume” [7] option and supplying the
hidden volume password. With the hidden volume protection option selected its header
is decrypted to obtain sizing information. These protection settings are not retained after
the standard TrueCrypt volume has been dismounted [7].
In Karstens [32] the author classifies TrueCrypt as a “dynamic deniable encryption
scheme”. Although they do not mention TrueCrypt, the definition is comparable to that
given by Oler and El Fray [33] in their paper on deniable file systems. The dynamic
element referred to by Karstens is in reference to TrueCrypt's ability to allow
modification to the data within the hidden area; other deniable encryption schemes appear
to be static and prohibit modifications. Karstens [32] describes a method for detecting
the presence of the hidden volume area in cases where you have access to multiple copies
of the standard TrueCrypt volume area and each copy was made at a different point in
time. This technique whilst valid is not applicable to this thesis as the scope confines us to
a single instance of the volume. This is considered to be the most difficult scenario a
forensic investigator would encounter.

Application of Karstens’ technique was

demonstrated in the work of Hargreaves, et al. [34]. They used multiple copies of a
volume to infer the location of the hidden volume. The following statement which has
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been present in versions of the TrueCrypt documentation from at least version 5.1a,
clearly warns users of these dangers.
“If an adversary has access to a (dismounted) TrueCrypt volume at several points
over time, he may be able to determine which sectors of the volume are changing. If
you change the contents of a hidden volume (e.g., create/copy new files to the
hidden volume or modify/delete/rename/move files stored on the hidden volume,
etc.), the contents of sectors (ciphertext) in the hidden volume area will change.
After being given the password to the outer volume, the adversary might demand an
explanation why these sectors changed. Your failure to provide a plausible
explanation might indicate the existence of a hidden volume within the outer
volume.”[7]
It is envisaged that this methodology could be used in determining suitable statistical
metrics to enable us to detect hidden TrueCrypt volumes, but is considered invalid for
detecting a hidden operating system. As stated previously, it is not valid because this
thesis is based on examining data captured at a single point in time and thus we don’t
have the required multiple instances of a volume. Also, if a hidden operating system is
used, TrueCrypt will encrypt the entire volume of both the hidden operating system and
the decoy operating system. In effect the entire volume is encrypted therefore the point
in time volume snapshots used by Hargreaves, et al. [34] are inaccessible unless the
volume can be mounted by the forensic investigator. If the hidden volume can be
mounted then the forensic investigator must possess the correct password so detection of
the hidden operating system is not required.
2.5.3 Hidden operating system
TrueCrypt can protect against scenarios where the hidden volume is mounted and the user
accesses a file from the hidden volume. The danger of accessing a file from the mounted
hidden volume is meta-information about the file access is stored by the operating system
thus compromising the plausible deniability of the hidden volume.

The meta-

information can include filenames, access location and number of times accessed; further
examples can be found in section 5. Information leakage in TrueCrypt.

TrueCrypt

recommends two methods to protect against this scenario. One is to use an operating
system which is started from a read-only device such as a CD-ROM and then mount the
hidden volume. The second option is to use a hidden operating system.
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A number of elements are required to support a hidden operating system. The elements
required are; two partitions, a standard TrueCrypt volume, a hidden volume and a decoy
operating system.

Both partitions are encrypted; the first encrypted partition is the

system partition containing the decoy operating system and start-up files which the user
can show if required to. The secondary partition which is also encrypted must be the next
partition after the system partition [7]. It contains a standard TrueCrypt volume and a
hidden volume [7]. The hidden volume stores the cloned operating system created as
part of the TrueCrypt setup process. This is the hidden operating system.
The TrueCrypt documentation provides details of many safeguards which should be
practised when creating and using a hidden operating system. Using the earlier premise
of “it should be impossible to prove whether there is a hidden volume (within it or not)”
[7] if you cannot prove a hidden volume exists, you cannot prove that a hidden operating
system exists.
When the hidden operating system feature has been installed, the user must enter
password credentials before the decoy operating system or hidden operating system can
start, this is mandatory. The choice of which operating system starts is determined by
the supplied password. The decoy and hidden operating systems require different
passwords. As the user is presented with the TrueCrypt boot loader it should be apparent
to the forensic investigator that TrueCrypt is installed on the system. What is less clear
is the content of the second partition; even if the user is challenged they can supply the
password to the standard TrueCrypt volume and not the hidden volume containing the
operating system. The TrueCrypt manual provides a diagram of the partition layout
when a hidden operating system is installed and Figure 6 is adapted from this [7]. Each
of the partitions shown in Figure 6 is equivalent to the “data encrypted” areas shown in
Figure 4.
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TrueCrypt system volume layout containing a hidden operating system

Partition 1

Partition 2

KEY

Disk partition area

Standard TrueCrypt volume

Decoy operating system

Operating system residing in a hidden volume

Figure 6 Partition layout of a hard disk containing a TrueCrypt hidden operating system

2.5.4 Volume headers
The TrueCrypt documentation [7] provides a detailed specification of the volume header
format in its decrypted state and this is shown in Appendix 2. This specification details
the byte locations of the hidden volume header but also states that “until decrypted, they
appear to consist solely of random data” [7].

The header and its contents are of

importance to this thesis. If the hidden volume header can be detected and decrypted it
would validate the existence of a hidden volume and enable the volumes start and end
points within the standard TrueCrypt volume to be determined. Studies by MaartmannMoe, et al. [35] and Hargreaves and Chivers [16] detail methods for key recovery from
memory. The techniques demonstrated a sliding window scan of memory to acquire key
material which could be used to decrypt encrypted data. In Hargreaves and Chivers [16]
the described methods showed how the recovered key material could be used to verify
when a successful header decryption of the TrueCrypt volume had occurred.

This

mirrors the approach used by the TrueCrypt application. Both studies require access to
the computer whilst the computer is switched on and so cannot be applied to this thesis.
2.5.5 TrueCrypt and random data
When TrueCrypt volumes are created, unless the default options are changed, TrueCrypt
prepares the volume by filling the space occupied with random data [7]. In addition to
hiding the encrypted data, the hidden volumes allow a user to deny their existence. To
support the ability to deny the hidden volumes existence TrueCrypt’s authors claim the
hidden volumes, until decrypted, looks like “nothing more than random data” [7]. This is
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potentially both a problem and of use to a forensic investigator. If the data is random
there would be no observable structure, but if normal non-TrueCrypt data is not random
in nature the very presence of random data should alert the investigator to the possible
presence of TrueCrypt data.
In the U.K. provisions in Part III of RIPA [26] can require suspects to provide access to
encrypted data in a readable form. Failure to comply is a criminal offence. TrueCrypt
software provides a suspect with the opportunity to identify the presence of encrypted
data in the standard TrueCrypt volume area safe in the knowledge that the actual hidden
data is located within the extents of this volume and appears only as random data. This
thesis analysed the free space of TrueCrypt’s encrypted areas before and after the creation
of a hidden volume to determine whether the free space is actually filled with random
data.

2.6 Random data
It is worth discussing the term “random data” which frequently appears throughout the
TrueCrypt documentation[7].
2.6.1 A dictionary definition of random
The online Oxford English dictionary [36] provides a number of definitions for the word
random; “made, done, or happening without method or conscious decision”, “statistics
governed by or involving equal chances for each item” and “informal odd, unusual, or
unexpected”. We shall consider each definition in turn. The first definition is “made,
done, or happening without method or conscious decision”. At first glance this appears to
have little to do with TrueCrypt as according to Henry Markram in “Out of the Blue” it is
debatable as to whether a computer is capable of making a conscious decision[37].
However, “made, done, or happening without method” is in TrueCrypt terms paradoxical.
The creators of TrueCrypt have, by implementing algorithms through computer code,
created an application which stores sequences of data that should be random.

Yet

according to this definition ‘creating a method’ means it cannot be purely random as it
should be ‘without method’. Furthermore the algorithm output is deterministic in that its
output is controlled by the mechanics of variable inputs and its internal iterative processes
so, “how can a sequence generated in such a way be random?”[38] A more accurate
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reflection of TrueCrypt’s methodology would be say that the stored sequences of data are
not random but are “apparently random” [38].
The second definition of “informal odd, unusual, or unexpected” is more relevant to
TrueCrypt and this thesis. When encrypted the plain text data will be stored in a different
state. The purpose of which is to disguise the data so nothing useful can be gained from
its structure when viewing the encrypted form. The stored encrypted data is reportedly
random, or “informal odd, unusual, or unexpected”. If it is unexpected we must be able
to define what would be expected. Therefore how is data stored in an encrypted state
different from data on a hard disk prior to its encryption with TrueCrypt? To answer that
question section 4.2 of this thesis examined data which was stored on the hard disk in the
unencrypted form to try and determine what was typical, ordinary or expected. The main
problem was if stored encrypted data is within a hidden volume which exists within the
free space of a standard TrueCrypt volume can the unexpected even be detected?
Knuth [38] asks the question “is 2 a random number?” There is no right or wrong answer
to this, the only answer that can be given is it depends. What it depends upon is its
relevance within a series of numbers from a defined pool of available numbers for
example; if 2 was the only number available to select in a sequence of 1 then clearly this
would not be a random selection. If the pool of available numbers (n) increase to 10
unique numbers then the probability for each being selected becomes 1/n in this example
1/10, this would fit with the dictionary definition of “statistics governed by or involving
equal chances for each item”. If we consider data that is stored in files on a disk such as
a word processor document, spreadsheet or email, although the data stored on disk may
not be easily readable when viewing the data in its raw format, its contents should, in the
majority of cases, be readable by the creating application.

To be readable by the

application in a meaningful way the file needs a known structure. If the file has a
structure then its contents will have been defined and therefore were not created by
random chance. From a statistical viewpoint the data stream of these files should not be
random unless designed to be.
Even in this brief discussion trying to define what is meant by random is very difficult
and although most people understand the concept [39] people are often very poor at
identifying random number sequences.

People would select sequences which they

perceive to be non-random [38]. Many people would consider the string 11010001 to be
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more random than 11111111, but both have equal probability [39]. As people are poor at
determining what is considered a random sequence, statistical tests have been formulated
to provide a quantitative measure to the analysis of randomness. If the same sequence of
data is subjected to multiple statistical tests then the confidence in the randomness of the
sequence increases [38]. The tests aim to quantify whether one value is statistically
independent of the value preceding it within a sequence. They establish whether the
values form a unique distribution where collectively no values’ occurrence is more likely
than another. They establish the predictability of the sequence; ideally the sequence
should be unpredictable to avoid an attacker projecting what the next value could be.
2.6.2 Statistical test suites
A number of commercial and free to use applications exist which are capable of running
multiple statistical tests. Kenny [20] makes a detailed study of six application test suites.
In her paper she evaluates the suitability of the test suites and their statistical test
algorithms to the testing of true random and pseudo random number generators. If the
data contained in a hard disk volume can be formatted for input to these test suites, then it
can be analysed for the presence of random sequences. As the data contained within an
encrypted TrueCrypt volume is considered to be random [7] the volume should be
detectable if other data is not random in nature and this is evaluated in sections III and IV.
Drawing from Kenny’s conclusions the most applicable suites for this thesis were the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Statistical Test Suite [40] which
was used in the evaluation of the final Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm
candidates [22] and John Walker’s ENT program [41]. Although ENT has fewer tests
than STS its entropy testing function can be used to verify the STS output. Both of the
selected test suites are free to use and offer a range of different statistical tests.
The application of one of these tests in detecting hidden encrypted data has been
demonstrated by Lyda and Hamrock [42].

They used entropy analysis to detect

encrypted malware contained in binary files. The group concluded in some instances
that it was difficult to state categorically whether encrypted data or compressed data had
been found. A similar conclusion was highlighted by Jozwiak, et al. [15] who suggested
additional verification by file signature analysis was required. This verification would
not be possible in this thesis as encrypted TrueCrypt volumes reportedly do not contain a
signature [7].
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2.6.3 Application of random numbers
Random numbers have many real world applications. Computer modelling makes use of
random numbers to make the simulation more realistic [38]. In the computer games
industry random numbers are used in games’ artificial intelligence for the generation of
an adversaries features [43]. In everyday life when making a call over a mobile cellular
network, online shopping and e-commerce or withdrawing money from an Automated
Teller Machine, the cryptographic primitives used to protect our conversation or
transactions require a source of randomness for their safe and secure operation.
2.6.4 Random number generators
With the continued growth of industries like the mobile-cellular and mobile-broadband
market, there will be a continued demand for sources of randomness [44].
There are two ways in which randomness can be generated, deterministically or nondeterministically.

The main difference between the two approaches is that a

deterministically generated random number is the output of an algorithm whereas a nondeterministically generated random number is created by sampling entropy of physical
real world sources and are commonly called true random number generators (TRNG).
The entropy source could be white noise produced by electrical equipment or a real world
event such as moving the mouse. Non-deterministic generators can be implemented by
two methods. They could be implemented in specialist hardware which is relatively
expensive or they could be implemented in software utilising measurements of the
hardware upon which the software executes. The speed at which the non-deterministic
generators produce their output varies enormously and can be much slower than a
deterministic equivalent. One advantage which non-deterministic generators have over
deterministic generators is that they do not require an initialisation value called a seed
before they can produce output. If the seed of the deterministic generator is known to an
attacker, assuming they had access to the same generator, it would be possible to
compromise the random number generation process and replicate the output.
Deterministic generators are random number generating algorithms initialised by
inputting a secret seed. Initialising the same deterministic generator with a previously
used seed will result in the same output being repeated. As the output is determined by
the input seed, they are often called a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) and their
output is considered to be a pseudo-random number, therefore unlike the output of TRNG
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a PRNG's output is entirely predictable whilst still passing statistical analysis tests. The
predictability of the output is a nice property to have when used in cryptography. In
symmetric cryptography, if two people share the same seed value, the output of the
PRNG can be used in the encryption process of converting the plaintext data into
ciphertext data and on receiving the data, the recipient can decrypt the received ciphertext
data back into plaintext data by using the same seed to initialise the decryption algorithm.
In effect the same random number has been recreated in multiple locations [39]. The
output of the deterministic process is finite [45] and with enough time would repeat itself.
This is known as the PRNG period length [38]. Ideally the PRNG should be reseeded
before the periodicity of the output happens as this would ensure a continuous random
output. A good source of discussion on this is L'Ecuyer [46].
If a symmetric encryption process uses this random number stream as part of the
encryption process then eventually the same key stream would be used to encrypt two
different plaintexts. This is not good in terms of data confidentiality. If an attacker can
capture two different ciphertexts encrypted with the same keystream then they are able to
learn information about the plaintexts. The IV attack on the Wired Equivalent Privacy
standard as used in early IEEE802.11 wireless networks provides evidence of this. Full
details of the attack are available in the work of Borisov, et al. [47].
2.6.5 Random number use within TrueCrypt
TrueCrypt uses its random number generator for a number of purposes. It is based upon
the papers of Ellison [48] and Gutmann [49] and takes data from key presses, mouse
movements, APIs (Windows only) and the operating system’s built in random number
generating functions [7]. When an access request for random data is made by TrueCrypt
the random data which is stored only in Random Access Memory (RAM) is transformed
further by one of three user selectable hash algorithms. The choice of hash algorithms
available are RIPEMD-160, Whirlpool or SHA-512 [7].
Part of the random number generators output is used for 64 bytes of salt. The salt is used
in conjunction with the user supplied password to encrypt parts of the volume header. As
additional keys are derived from the user supplied password if somebody can guess the
same user password they will gain access to the volume. The user supplied password,
salt and a key derivation function enables TrueCrypt to vary the supplied user password
by deriving a new key for use in encryption and decryption. The salted password makes
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an offline password guessing attack using pre-computed tables practicably useless [50] as
the time to generate the tables outweighs their benefits. The 64 bytes of salt used by
TrueCrypt is equivalent of

(512 bits = 64 bytes x 8 bits per byte) unique keys per

password. To exhaustively search the entire key space of all possible keys for a single
user password would require testing 1.3408e+154 keys. Another consequence of using
salt is that according to the birthday paradox probability theory selecting the same derived
key in cases where users choose the same password will not be a problem until
have been used.
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Section III
3. Statistical detection of volumes by
randomness testing
The object of the work in this section was to determine which of the statistical tests
available in the ENT [41] application could be used for detecting TrueCrypt volumes. In
determining applicable tests we also define metrics for known file data content which can
be applied to the detection of TrueCrypt’s volumes.

3.1 Statistical test selection
The order in which the tests are discussed is based upon output from the ENT program
and at this point each test is considered equally valid
3.1.1 Entropy
Calculating a data file’s entropy is a widely accepted method to quantify the information
density of a file. Its first use can be attributed to the paper entitled “A Mathematical
Theory of Communication” by Shannon [51]. Shannon defines the entropy (

as:

∑

Where

is a constant to denote the measured unit, the pool of symbols is denoted by ( )

and ( ) denotes a probability of occurrence of the

symbol. Files containing data

which is dense such as encrypted or compressed data have values closer to the maximum
value for a given symbol set. The converse is true for files whose data is structured or
highly compressible and the entropy score is much lower. Typical values for byte data are
shown in Figure 7 Spectrum of approximate entropy calculations [52].
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Figure 7 Spectrum of approximate entropy calculations

The maximum value of 8 is determined by the size of the symbol set, in our case the
symbols are the range of binary values possible in one byte 0–255, 256 in total. Each
byte represents 8 bits of one or zero therefore
equal to
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The entropy test would be a good indicator for the presence of encrypted and expected
random data of the encrypted volumes. As we are trying to observe the effect of a
hidden container the level of data block granularity needs to be sufficiently small to detect
any changes in the volume storage. If the block was too large then the entropy result
would, for a large enough sample of random data, be expected to reach the maximum of
8. The question is how small is small enough? As the standard TrueCrypt volume and
hidden volume are aligned to the underlying disk architecture a sensible starting point
would be to first examine each block of data at the cluster level, in other words every 512
bytes.
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3.1.2 Chi-square test
According to Knuth [38], the chi-square test is a well-known and understood statistical
test. It is used to quantify the difference between observed data and expected data.
Jozwiak, et al. [15] applied the chi-square test in analysis of a number of files containing
different data. What they found was data of different types, for example MPEG audio
and encrypted data, which would score highly in entropy testing (>7) produced values in
the chi-square test with an order of magnitude difference, thus they were able to
differentiate between data types. Verification of these tests using TrueCrypt volumes
produced results for the chi-square test ranging from 190 – 325. This is shown in Figure 8
Plot of a TrueCrypt volume analysis using chi-square statistic.

Standard TrueCrypt volume
plot of chi-square
350
300
Chi-square

250
200
150
100
50
0

Sample size (bytes)

Figure 8 Plot of a TrueCrypt volume analysis using chi-square statistic

Whilst not too dissimilar from their findings we did not find that the encrypted TrueCrypt
volume data produced constant values as reported in Jozwiak, et al. [15].
Crucially I found block size was a determining factor when running the chi-square test
and the granularity chosen did affect the results.

This observation contradicts the

findings of Jozwiak, et al. [15] who found length of data sample was “not effective” for
the chi-square test. For sampled data other than the TrueCrypt volume the sample block
size did have an effect on the output as the block sample size increased. In Figure 9 we
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can see the effect of increasing block sample size demonstrated. Initially for block sizes
in the range of 512 bytes to 32,768 bytes the values are within a similar range to that
observed with the TrueCrypt volume. After sample sizes of 32,768 bytes the chi-square
values increase past the upper range observed with the TrueCrypt volumes.

Compressed ZIP file
plot of chi-square
6E+09

Chi-square

5E+09
4E+09
3E+09
2E+09
1E+09
0

Sample size (bytes)

Figure 9 Plot of a ZIP file analysis using chi-square statistic

The observation that with increasing block size there is an increase in chi-square value
much greater than for TrueCrypt volumes was also observed with MPEG and text sample
data.
3.1.3 Arithmetic mean
The arithmetic mean statistic sums all byte values of the input data block and divides this
by the total amount of bytes in the data block. For a true random sequence the expected
value for byte data is 127.5 and for binary data 0.5. This was confirmed by testing a
binary data file from Random.org which was supplied in response to our data request.
The supplied file was considered to be a true source of random data as their generator was
based on atmospheric noise. The tested data file resulted in a value of 0.499 which was
expected for random binary data.
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Testing of a standard TrueCrypt volume showed mean values approaching 127.5 as
sample size increased. This can be seen in Figure 10. For compressible data such as
text files the observed values were lower, being in the 55 to 85 range, and block sample
size had little effect on these figures.

Standard TrueCrypt volume
plot of arithmetic mean
140

Arithmetic mean
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130
125
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115
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Figure 10 Plot of a TrueCrypt volume analysis using arithmetic mean statistic

In testing highly compressed files as block sample size passed 50% of total data size the
arithmetic mean values diverged from 127.5 the opposite of what was witnessed when
sampling the standard TrueCrypt volume. This divergence from 127.5 became more
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prominent as the sample size approached maximum file size, this is shown in Figure 11.

Compressed ZIP file
plot of arithmetic mean
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Figure 11 Plot of a ZIP file analysis using arithmetic mean statistic

3.1.4 Monte Carlo for Pi
The Monte Carlo for Pi statistics is based on a computational algorithm which uses
random numbers [38] to obtain it results. In this Monte Carlo method Pi is estimated by
randomly plotting points within a square. Each 48 bits of the data stream is converted
into an x and y coordinate.
area

where

The coordinates are plotted within a square (

is the radius of a circumscribed circle (

the plotted coordinate lies within the circle it passes the test (
The ratio of (

to (

is ⁄

⁄ therefore

with area

with
. If

otherwise it fails ( .

can be estimated by

( ⁄ ). The

more random the sequence the closer the approximation is for .
My tests showed that for TrueCrypt volumes as we reach maximum sample size the
closer we get to the approximation of Pi, these results can be seen in Figure 12.
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Monte Carlo

Standard TrueCrypt volume
plot of Monte Carlo value for Pi
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Figure 12 Plot of a TrueCrypt volume analysis using Monte Carlo for Pi statistic

For sampled text data the Monte Carlo value remained consistently at 4.0 irrespective of
sample size, this effect can be observed in Figure 13. This uniformity can be used as a
strong indicator that a sampled data block contains textual data and thus is not part of a
TrueCrypt volume. For compressed ZIP file data as it passed 7 % of sample size there
was a noticeable deviation from Pi and this can be seen in Figure 14. I believe this
observed effect was due to the underlying compressed data. It is conceivable that some of
the original ZIP archive content data was compressed to a far greater extent than other
parts of the original data. As the sample size increased the ratio of highly compressed data
to areas of a lower compression changed and this was the effect observed. However,
what was important is that in a TrueCrypt volume the encrypted data does not produce
differences in the observed pattern. The approximation of Pi steadily improves with an
increase in sample size and this could be used to differentiate the TrueCrypt encrypted
data from other data types.
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Text file
plot of Monte Carlo value for Pi
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Figure 13 Plot of a text file analysis using Monte Carlo for Pi statistic

Compressed ZIP file
plot of Monte Carlo value for Pi
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Figure 14 Plot of a ZIP file analysis using Monte Carlo for Pi statistic
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3.1.5 Serial Correlation Coefficient
The serial correlation coefficient statistic gauges the level which the next value in a
sequence (

is influenced by its predecessor (

[38]. For our purposes it is the

degree to which the next byte depends upon its predecessor. Valid degrees of
measurement for this statistic are in the range

and

. For random data where you

would expect each byte to be independent of its predecessor we would expect a value
close to zero.

Using the Random.org sequence of binary data the calculated serial

correlation coefficient is 0.000075. The sample data block size had a noticeable effect
on the output of all data types. TrueCrypt approached zero as the sample size increased.
This is shown in Figure 15. No other sampled data exhibited this property.

Standard TrueCrypt volume
plot of serial-correlation
0.15

Serial correlation

0.1
0.05

0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15

Sample size (bytes)

Figure 15 Plot of a standard TrueCrypt volume using serial-correlation statistic

3.1.6 Test selection conclusions
From the tests it was established that block size was an important part of the sampling
process. If the block size was too small then the observed change between the differing
data types may not be apparent. Similarly if the sample size was too large then the
investigator increased the risk of missing the TrueCrypt volume as the statistics would be
influenced by the surrounding data. With smaller blocker sizes the forensic investigator
is confronted with the management challenge of potentially millions of sample blocks for
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a typical terabyte sized modern hard disk drive. Therefore in the selection of block size
the practicalities of managing many samples needs to be balanced against the influence
different sample size has upon the statistics in order to identify TrueCrypt data.
What was clear from this exercise is that there is not a magic statistical test which can say
that there is a TrueCrypt volume if just a single value is seen. We needed to use output
from all of ENT’s statistical tests to define a range of values typical for a TrueCrypt
volume. Using all the tests in combination we could increase the confidence that the
sampled data block was an encrypted TrueCrypt volume.
The ranges of values assigned to each statistical test are shown in Table 2. Using these
values we were able to derive the decision flowchart shown in Figure 16. The flowchart
takes as input a sample block and outputs a value which represents a confidence level in
the tested sample being encrypted data or not. This flowchart forms our process model
and is implemented in our analysis spreadsheets (see Appendix 4, ref2-5). The values in
Table 2 below are based on sampling data with block sizes greater than or equal to 65,536
bytes.
Test

Lower

Upper

bounds

bounds

Entropy

7.99

7.99

Chi-square

190

340

Mean

126

128.5

Monte Carlo for Pi

3.10

3.205

-0.004

+0.02

Serial correlation
Table 2 Test value results range

The block size of 65,536 bytes was selected for a number of reasons: TrueCrypt’s
volume header is 65,536 bytes in size and excluding file based containers, it is aligned
with the start of a partition. A smaller block size would mean that the header in its
entirety would not be analysed in one unit. The block size reduces the number of files
which the investigator must analyse and manage. With a sample size of 512 bytes per
block the investigator must sample circa 2 million files per gigabyte of data. Increasing
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the sample block size to 65,536 bytes reduces the files to be analysed to 16,384 files per
gigabyte of data.
Using sample data with the block size set at 65,536 bytes, the standard TrueCrypt volume
was found to produce results in the range

to

when analysed using my process

model. If the sample block was within this range it would be flagged as suspected
TrueCrypt data. All other data type’s results ranged from

to

and of note was the

non-compressed text data which consistently produced values of

throughout the full

spectrum of sample block sizes. Any results in the range
as suspected TrueCrypt data.
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to

were not flagged

START
Input data block
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Confidence =
Confidence -3

Y

Is chi-square result
< 190 ?

Is entropy result
> 7.99 ?

Y

Confidence =
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N

Is chi-square result
> 190 AND < 340 ?

Y

Confidence =
Confidence +1

N

Is mean result
> 126 AND < 128.5 ?

Y

Confidence =
Confidence +1
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Is Monte Carlo of Pi
result
> 3.10 AND < 3.205 ?

Y

Confidence =
Confidence +1

N

Is serial correlation
result > -0.004
AND < +0.02 ?
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Confidence =
Confidence +1

N

N

Confidence =
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N

Confidence =
Confidence -5

END
Output confidence result

Figure 16 Flowchart to determine a data block’s content
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Section IV
4. Application of the process model
4.1 Introduction
The following section applied our process model as defined in section 3.1.6 to four
scenarios. The first scenario considered was a standard hard disk partition which did not
contain a TrueCrypt volume. The second scenario used the same hard disk drive with a
standard TrueCrypt volume created in the unallocated volume free space. The third
scenario examined the same standard TrueCrypt volume with the addition of a hidden
TrueCrypt volume. The final scenario examined the hard disk when the hidden operating
system feature of TrueCrypt had been used.

4.2 Scenario 1 - Analysis of a standard hard disk partition
This scenario examined the output of the process model when applied to a standard hard
disk partition which only contained the operating system and some sample test
documents.

None of the hard disk was encrypted by TrueCrypt.

As part of the

operating system installation process the operating system’s partition was prepared by
using the full format option as opposed to the quick format method. This ensured that any
previous existing data in the same region as the newly created operating system partition
space was overwritten and thus the disk contained no previous data remnants.
4.2.1 Hard disk data acquisition
Post operating system installation the host computer was started using a bootable CD
containing SMART Linux from ASR data. SMART Linux is “a live CD distribution of
Linux, customized and designed for Data Forensics, Electronic Discovery and Incident
Response” [53]. In SMART no attached disks are mounted at boot time to prevent
inadvertent writes which could corrupt evidence in a normal forensic investigation.
SMART was used to acquire a bit for bit duplicate image file of the entire hard disk. The
image file was created on an externally attached USB hard disk drive.

Prior to

acquisition using SMART a SHA1 hash was created of the source hard disk. This hash
was compared to a hash of the image file which was created post acquisition. The two
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hashes matched confirming the acquired image file was a true representation of the entire
hard disk. A further SHA1 hash of the original hard disk was created post acquisition;
this matched the pre-acquisition hash which confirmed the process of creating the image
file did not alter the original hard disk’s data in any way.
SMART supports a number of image file compression formats and for this acquisition a
format with no compression was selected. No compression was selected because the
statistical software needed to analyse a raw byte data stream which was bit for bit the
same as the original hard disk. If compression was selected this would alter the data in
the acquired image file and this would affect the statistical analysis output.
4.2.2 Image file processing
After acquiring the hard disk image, which generated a number of data files representing
the original hard disk, each of the data files was further split into a number of files
representing the block size to be analysed. In the study each file was split into 65,536
bytes. The Linux command line application “split” was first used to perform the splitting
of the image files. Initial tests using this tool on smaller data samples of less than 1
gigabyte (GB) in size were successful however on full image files, in our case around 55
GB, the same command syntax resulted in inconsistent output.

When viewing the

original hard disk in SMART large amounts of repeated data was observed in the
unallocated volume space which was not found at the same locations in the corresponding
output files after running the split command. The use of split was abandoned and the
Windows based command line application, Swiss File Knife (SFK) [54] was used. The
same tests were made using SFK and the resulting output was verified to be correct. The
SFK application also performed considerably quicker than the previously used split
application.
As a result of needing to carefully manage gigabytes of data split into much smaller
65,536 bytes size files, a spreadsheet (see Appendix 4, ref1) was developed to automate
parts of the splitting and analysis processes. The spreadsheet ensured consistency of the
file storage directory structure and correct command line syntax for the SFK application
and the statistical analysis application ENT[41]. The output of ENT was imported into a
spreadsheet (see Appendix 4, ref2) where each block was processed by the process model
metrics.
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For the purpose of this scenario only the first 5 GB of the complete hard disk volume was
analysed. When viewing the remainder of the volume space in SMART it was shown to
be unallocated to any partition and to only contain HEX 00 in all remaining byte
locations, this is shown in Figure 17.

As this remaining data did not contain any

meaningful content it was not included for analysis.

Figure 17 Unallocated volume data viewed in SMART

4.2.3 Interpretation of results
The results from the output of ENT analysing the 79,920 65,536 byte block files created
by the SFK splitting process were collated in a spreadsheet (see Appendix 4, ref2)
containing the process model. Of the 79,920 blocks analysed 0.90% was flagged as
possibly containing TrueCrypt data. TrueCrypt only state the maximum volume sizes in
their documentation [7]. The minimum volume size of a partition or device hosted
TrueCrypt volume is governed by the underlying hard disk and controller[55]. Using the
Microsoft [55] formula for calculating the minimum partition size we can determine that
for this hard disk drive there was a minimum partition size of 8,225,280 bytes. If the
smallest TrueCrypt partition was equivalent to the minimum partition size we would
expect to see the number of consecutive hits for suspected TrueCrypt data in our process
model to be equal to

, which equated to

To

be considered to contain suspected TrueCrypt volumes a minimum of 125 consecutive
blocks, whose values have been flagged as suspected TrueCrypt data in the process
model, are required.

The maximum number of consecutively flagged suspected
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TrueCrypt blocks in the results for this scenario was 116 so we can be confident that this
hard disk volume did not contain a TrueCrypt volume.
4.2.4 Scenario 1 conclusions
The objective of this scenario was to examine a hard disk which had been used in a
normal day-to-day setting so that the results could be used in comparison for later
scenarios. In this scenario we have seen that a normal hard disk volume which does not
contain TrueCrypt volumes can, using our process model, be statistically differentiated
from one which does. Of the 79,920 blocks samples 0.90% were flagged incorrectly.
However, given the requirements for TrueCrypt’s minimum volume size these can safely
be excluded from the results.
What this scenario highlighted was that our process model observes data at the raw byte
level rather than considering individual objects within the file system. As the process
model was able to analyse data that existed in the unallocated partition space it could
include data remnants of a file which previously existed but had now been deleted.

4.3 Scenario 2 – Analysis of hard disk including a standard
TrueCrypt volume
This scenario introduced a standard TrueCrypt volume created as a partition device
hosted within the hard disk volume. A 5 GB TrueCrypt volume was created and
configured following the method and security precautions as described in the TrueCrypt
documentation [7]. The process used to acquire the hard disk volume image file was the
same as previously described in section 4.2.1 of this thesis.
4.3.1 Image file processing
After creation of the standard TrueCrypt volume the partition layout was viewed in
SMART. A newly created partition was observed which was contiguous to the previous
partition containing the operating system. This is shown as FAT32 (b) in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 View of volume partitions

The remainder of the hard disk volume contained unallocated data. As the new partition
was shown to be contiguous to the existing partition, only the first 10 GB was processed.
The processed 10 GB of data represented 31.5 KB of master boot record data; the
previously analysed 4 GB partition containing the host operating system and data and the
newly created 5 GB standard TrueCrypt volume.
4.3.2 Interpretation of results
Of the 168,300 blocks analysed 50.40% were flagged in our process model as possibly
containing TrueCrypt data which equated to 5.03 GB of data. When viewing the new
TrueCrypt partition in SMART the partition was shown as 5.002 GB. The marginal
increase in data flagged as suspected TrueCrypt data was accounted for by additional hits
being flagged in the first standard disk partition. From the analysed data an increase was
observed in matched blocks from byte offset 4,293,656,576. In SMART the new partition
was reported at starting at sector offset 8,385,930 which was sector 8,385,931 as the
numbering starts from 0. Converting the sector reference 8,385,931 by multiplying it by
512 bytes per sector I arrived at the starting byte location of the TrueCrypt partition as
byte offset 4,293,596,672. The observed starting point in the analysis was seen starting at
byte offset 4,293,656,576, a difference of 59,904 bytes which was within a single 65,536
byte sample block. The starting point of the unallocated data, i.e. after the end point of the
TrueCrypt volume was reported in SMART to occur at sector offset 18,876,375. Using
the same conversion process, this equated to byte offset 9,664,704,512.

From the

process model a change was observed from flagged as TrueCrypt to not flagged occurring
at byte offset 9,664,659,456. The difference between SMART and the observed data
was 45,056 bytes, again within a single sample block.
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A dramatic increase in the number of blocks flagged by the process model as TrueCrypt
was observed coinciding with the actual start of the TrueCrypt partition and similarly, a
dramatic drop off at the end of the TrueCrypt partition. Throughout this range the
majority of blocks were flagged as suspected TrueCrypt, but not all entirely. Out of
81,955 in the range 119 or 0.14% were not flagged as being suspect. The 119 out of
range values were reviewed and all were marginally outside the parameters used in the
process model. With additional sampling the model parameters could be further refined
to reduce these errors. When considering the observed data as a whole it was concluded
that they were part of the same TrueCrypt volume. As previously observed, when using
the Monte Carlo for Pi statistic, there was uniformity to the TrueCrypt data when plotted
on a graph. When viewing the entire data used for this sample the TrueCrypt partition
could be easily distinguished from other data thought to be TrueCrypt by the process
model. This effect can be seen in Figure 19.
Normal hard disk partition and standard TrueCrypt volume
plot of Monte Carlo value for Pi
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3.5

Area of standard TrueCrypt volume
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1
0.5
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Byte offset in file

Figure 19 Volume analysis showing the standard TrueCrypt volume
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4.3.3 Scenario 2 conclusions
In performing the analysis for this scenario it was observed that if the forensic
investigator mounted the raw acquisition files in their forensic software[53], it was
apparent whether it was not a TrueCrypt device or partition. If the file system objects
such as directories or files were readable then it was a normal file system. File system
objects on a partition or device which had been encrypted by TrueCrypt cannot be
observed.
The process model was successful in flagging the block samples as suspected TrueCrypt
data. The process did not require access to file system objects, i.e. it could detect the
presence of the TrueCrypt volume based solely on the data contained in the forensic
image of the hard disk volume. The analysis also showed that the free space within a
standard TrueCrypt volume was statistically similar to the areas of the same volume
which was known to contain file system object data. This is shown in the area marked
on Figure 19.

4.4 Scenario 3 – Analysis of TrueCrypt volume containing a
hidden volume
This scenario introduced a TrueCrypt hidden volume of 50 MB created within the free
space of the standard TrueCrypt volume analysed in scenario 2. The volume was created
and configured following the method and security precautions described in the TrueCrypt
documentation [2]. The process used in the previous two scenarios to acquire the hard
disk volume image file was repeated for this scenario.
4.4.1 Image file processing
After creation of the TrueCrypt hidden volume, the disk partition layout was viewed in
SMART. As expected, no changes were observed to the partition layout seen in scenario
2 and the remainder of the hard disk volume contained unallocated data. Similarly only
the first 10GB was considered for analysis.
4.4.2 Interpretation of results
TrueCrypt needs to know the starting location of the hidden volume in order to
successfully open it. How TrueCrypt determines the starting location of the hidden
volume is not documented in the user guide [7]. The Linux application program
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TCanalyzer [56] was built for the operating system Ubuntu 10.4 LTS. Complete build
instructions are detailed in Appendix 3. The TCanalyzer application allows decryption
of the TrueCrypt headers providing the volume password is known. Using this program
we decrypted the header of our hidden volume. The first 512 bytes of program output [56]
are shown in Figure 20. The output wording was modified slightly and fields coloured to
aid reading.
“

”
Figure 20 Decrypted hidden volume header

The field hidden volume size, shown as field number 92 in Figure 20, would normally all
be set to zero[7] for a non hidden volume.

As the field is set according to the

specification[7], it confirms the header to be a hidden volume. The field shows the
hidden volume size was 52,297,728 bytes which was equal to 49.875 MB; the same value
was also repeated in field 116. The volume size entered during volume creation was 50
MB which is 52,428,800, a difference of 131,072 bytes or 128 KB.
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4.4.3 Revised TrueCrypt volume layout
From the TrueCrypt documentation we know that TrueCrypt stores a backup copy of the
volume headers at the end of the volume [7]. These backup headers are encrypted with
the same user supplied password used for the encryption of the main volume headers but
with a different salt. What was unclear from the documentation was the precise location
of the backup headers. Using the TCanalyzer application it was possible to identify the
salt values for the four header types: the normal standard volume header, the hidden
volume header, the backup of the normal standard volume header and the backup of the
hidden volume header. Using SMART[53] a file carving exercise was performed on the
complete disk volume image searching for the location of each of the four different salt
hexadecimal values. The results of this exercise confirmed the actual volume structure
was more accurately reflected as shown in Figure 21 which differs from the TrueCrypt
documentation and Figure 5.
TrueCrypt volume layout containing a hidden volume

64KB

64KB

Variable size

Variable size

64KB

64KB

KEY
Standard volume header

File data area

Backup standard volume header

Hidden volume header

Hidden volume file data area

Backup hidden volume header

Figure 21 Revised TrueCrypt volume layout

Based on these findings the volume size when reported in TCanalyzer does not include
the header values for the associated volume and these should be included to reflect the
true size of the volume. Using this hidden volume’s reported size of 52,297,728 bytes
65,536 bytes should be added for the normal hidden header at the front of the volume and
65,536 bytes for the backup of the hidden volume header at the end of volume. The
correct volume size is 52,428,800 bytes or 50 MB which was the size requested at the
time of the hidden volume creation.
The other byte value reported in the program output was called “master encryption
offset”, field 108. According to the TrueCrypt documentation this was the “byte offset of
the start of the master key scope”[7], in other words the start of the encrypted data. Our
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hidden volume starts at byte offset 5,318,547,968 within the partition. Using TCanalyzer
to decrypt the standard TrueCrypt volume header the volume size reported was
5,370,845,696 bytes. With the addition of 262,144 bytes to account for the additional
four headers, this made the total volume size 5,371,107,840 bytes or 5.002 GB. This
figure matches the partition size reported in SMART and shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 The TrueCrypt volume size

If change was detectable between the standard and hidden TrueCrypt volumes, in the
process model we would expect to observe differences occurring

blocks from the start

of the point suspected as being a standard TrueCrypt volume. The offset
TrueCrypt volume is determined by the formula.

(
(

within the
Using

our data, with a master encryption offset of 5,318,547,968 bytes and a block sample size
of 65,536
The suspected standard TrueCrypt volume started at block sample number 65,517 so one
would expect to observe some changes in the sampled data starting at sample
number

. Changes were actually observed in the standard

volume starting at sample number 146,670 as shown in Table 3.
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Sample No.

Byte Offset

Entropy

Chi-square

Mean

Monte Carlo for Pi

Serial Correlation

146,670

9612099584

7.996635

305.875

127.090286

3.159128

0.003856

7.997099

262.671875

127.032135

3.160227

0.006673

7.996846

286.0625

126.692001

3.151437

-0.000148

7.997468

229.9375

127.092896

3.145211

-0.004758

7.997473

229.328125

127.449844

3.128365

-0.002772

7.997264

248.796875

127.572632

3.157297

-0.001669

7.996895

282.976563

127.849197

3.150705

-0.000402

7.997469

229.289063

126.940735

3.140817

0.001245

7.997647

213.140625

127.622574

3.12397

-0.001988

7.997432

232.5625

127.540253

3.133126

-0.000808

146,671

146,672

146,673

146,674

9612165120

9612230656

9612296192

9612361728

hidden volume data

standard volume data

Table 3 Observed differences between standard and hidden TrueCrypt volumes

The changes did not occur exactly where predicted, but were very close. The margin of
error was relatively small within 1 block sample and could be explained by a slight
variation in the difference of the predicted start location of the TrueCrypt standard
volume and its actual start location. Of more importance was the lack of observed change
between the standard TrueCrypt volume and the hidden TrueCrypt volume. As part of the
hidden volume creation process the quick format option was left unchecked and
according to the TrueCrypt documentation[7] this should have caused all sectors of the
new hidden volume to be formatted. I only observed a total of eight changes in the
samples. Seven at the predicted hidden volume start location and the additional change
in the first sample block of the suspected standard TrueCrypt volume. The additional
changed block tallied with the expected location occurring when the TrueCrypt headers
were modified to support the new volume. If the format had modified all sectors of the
new volume I would have expected to see 800 (

(
(

) changed sample

blocks and this was not observed. What was witnessed would be more likely to have
represented a quick format where just the headers and preparatory volume structures were
created leaving existing data intact.
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Changes were observed in the statistical output when the hidden volume was created.
But if the analysis was performed in isolation, without the context of the standard volume,
the changes would still be classified by the process model as likely to be TrueCrypt, i.e.
there appears to be no differentiating boundary that can be observed between the standard
TrueCrypt volume and hidden TrueCrypt volume.
4.4.4 Scenario 3 conclusions
Through the use of TCanalyzer software [56] which required knowledge of the TrueCrypt
volume passwords it was possible to accurately map the actual TrueCrypt volume layout
and produce a revised volume layout diagram. Normally a forensic investigator would
not be able to decrypt the headers as they would not be in possession of the correct
passwords. This process was performed purely to refine our understanding of the volume
layout.
Using the information gained from the decryption of the volume headers it was possible
to predict the area in which to expect observable change in the statistical data.

A

difference in the data was observed close to the predicted area. However, the difference
was only apparent when there was a known previous forensic image of the same standard
TrueCrypt volume at a previous point in time. If, as in this study, where the scope of
working was confined to a single image of the hard disk volume then the change would
not be statistically observable and thus the hidden volume would not be detected. The
change was only observable because there was a previous known state from which to
compare the results to.

4.5 Scenario 4 – Analysis of a hidden operating system
This scenario examined TrueCrypt’s other option which provides plausible deniability
namely, the hidden operating system. For this scenario the hard disk was restored to the
same state as the hard disk examined in scenario 2.

The installation of a hidden

operating system was performed following the instructions in the TrueCrypt
documentation[7]. In comparison to previous scenarios, a slight difference in TrueCrypt’s
operation was noted. A full installation of TrueCrypt was required to allow the creation
of the hidden operating system as opposed to just executing the TrueCrypt application.
After installation it was visually apparent that TrueCrypt had been installed on the hard
disk. From a forensic analysis perspective, starting a duplicate of the raw disk volume
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image in a virtual machine environment displayed the TrueCrypt boot loader as shown in
Figure 23.

Figure 23 The TrueCrypt boot loader screen

Using SMART to view the first cluster of the hard disk volume image, from byte offset 6
the text “TrueCrypt Boot Loader” is visible as show highlighted in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Evidence of the TrueCrypt boot loader

This indicated that TrueCrypt has been installed on the hard disk volume. The remainder
of the text displayed in Figure 23 could not be located in the volume’s master boot record
when performing a simple data carving exercise to search for the displayed text.
4.5.1 Image file processing
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After creation of the hidden operating system, the process used in the previous scenarios
to acquire the hard disk volume image file was repeated for this scenario. The disk
partition layout was viewed in SMART. No changes were observed to the partition
layout as seen in scenario 2, Figure 18.

The remainder of the hard disk volume

contained unallocated data, therefore only the first 10 GB was considered for analysis.
4.5.2 Interpretation of results
During the creation of the hidden operating system, the entire system drive partition was
also encrypted by TrueCrypt. Naturally a small part of the disk must remain unencrypted
so that the initial boot loader could be started to allow authentication of the user. The first
65,536 byte block sample in our process was identified by the process model as non
TrueCrypt data. Interestingly it scored highly in our entropy testing with a value of
7.81469. Taking this into consideration with the scores assigned to the other tests, it
suggested the data in this block was likely to contain compressed data as opposed to
encrypted data.
Out of the 168,300 block samples analysed 147,267 out of a possible 147,471 were
flagged by the process model as being a suspected TrueCrypt volume. The number of
blocks flagged is equivalent to 9,651,290,112 bytes of data which represents 99.86% of
all possible data of the combined size of the decoy operating system partition and hidden
operating system partition. The change between the partition containing the decoy
operating system and the partition containing the hidden operating system occurred at
of sample number 65,515. No meaningful change was observed in the statistics as
shown in Table 4 and all samples were considered as just being normal TrueCrypt
encrypted data.
Sample

Byte Offset

Entropy

Chi-square

Mean

Monte Carlo for Pi

Serial Correlation

65,514

65,536

7.997168

256.75

128.098618

3.138253

0.000429

65,515

131,072

7.997274

246.796875

127.16861

3.132027

-0.000193

65,516

196,608

7.99726

248.890625

127.84111

3.166453

-0.000383

Table 4 Decoy partition statistics at hidden operating system partition transition

Using SMART to observe the raw data at the same partition transition point, unlike
scenario 2 where a change in the appearance of data at the end of the standard nonencrypted partition and start of the TrueCrypt encrypted partition could be seen, no such
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change was observed.

The data’s appearance was similar in content. The partition

transition point is shown highlighted in Figure 25.

Figure 25 The decoy operating system partition transition point

The TCanalyzer application was used to determine the byte offset of the hidden
TrueCrypt volume containing the actual hidden operating system. Using the previous
formula to determine the offset within the partition, the hidden volumes master
encryption offset was 1,077,281,792 bytes and the block sample size was 65,536,
therefore the offset was

. The starting location of the standard TrueCrypt

volume was block sample 65,515 and therefore any expected change would occur starting
at sample number

. Similar to the observation made at the

partition transitions point no meaningful change could be detected at the point where the
standard TrueCrypt volume became a hidden TrueCrypt volume.
4.5.3 Scenario 4 conclusions
The study was able to determine that 99.86% of the combined partitions size was flagged
by the process model as being suspected of being TrueCrypt. What it was not possible to
confirm was whether a hidden operating system was present or not.

The hidden

operating system remained undetectable as it resides within a hidden TrueCrypt volume
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which was not different statistically to that of a standard TrueCrypt volume. Unlike the
previous scenarios however it was possible to be more confident that TrueCrypt had been
used on the hard disk. The boot loader was easily identifiable in the master boot record.
From the perspective of a forensic investigator the question should be asked: why would
the TrueCrypt boot loader be present on a hard disk which had two partitions, both of
which could not be read as a normal file system, but statistically possessed all the
properties of encrypted data?
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Section V
5. Information leakage in TrueCrypt
5.1 Introduction
In this section the forensic image was examined to determine whether any information
leaked from the use of TrueCrypt which would allow the forensic investigator to confirm
the presence of the hidden volume or hidden operating system.
The forensic images were made following the same process detailed in section 4.2.1. The
two images reflected the state of the hard disk volume as analysed in Scenario 3 and
Scenario 4.

5.2 Hard disk volume analysis of the hidden volume image
The hidden volume image was loaded into the forensic analysis software P2 Commander
[57] where the entire hard disk could be browsed and analysed at both the file system
level and at the raw disk byte level. The Windows Registry database, a hierarchical
database central to the operation and configuration of Windows, was located. Well
known areas known as hive keys were analysed for commonly retained information [58].
5.2.1 TrueCrypt application execution evidence
The following “UserAssist” Registry key found in the NTUSER.DAT file was examined:
\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\UserAssist\75048700EF1F-11D0-9888-006097DEACF9\Count.
This key contained details of applications which had previously been executed on the
running Windows system. The data values contained in the “UserAssist” key were known
to be encoded with ROT-13[58]. ROT-13 is a Caesar cipher whose shift is 13 characters.
The following data was found under the “name” value:
HRZR_EHACNGU:P:\Qbphzragf naq Frggvatf\Nqzvavfgengbe\Zl
Qbphzragf\GehrPelcg7.1n\GehrPelcg.rkr.
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Conversion of this data from ROT-13 results in the following data:
UEME_RUNPATH:C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My
Documents\TrueCrypt7.1a\TrueCrypt.exe.
This confirms that an executable called TrueCrypt.exe was executed from the path shown,
even if it had been subsequently deleted. If the TrueCrypt.exe file could be located on
disk then generating a MD5 hash of the executable and comparing it to the executable
available on the TrueCrypt website would allow the investigator to confirm whether this
was the actual TrueCrypt executable as opposed to a file bearing the same filename. The
number of times this executable was executed is found in the “data” value. In this image
the value contains the hexadecimal values “02 00 00 00 09 00 00 00 C0 B4 CC 12 97 99
CE 01”. The fifth hexadecimal value represents the number of times the application was
executed, but the count starts from 05, therefore in this instance TrueCrypt.exe has been
started 4 times.
As part of Windows graphical user interface (GUI) applications are displayed in the GUI
as icons, images which represent the file’s content or use. Windows caches icons on a per
user basis in a file called IconCache.db and as applications are executed their icons
together with the owning application reference is stored within this file’s content. The
IconCache.db file was found in the following location in the file system:
/Documents and Settings/Administrator/Local Settings/Application Data/.
Using P2 commander to view the file data as hexadecimal characters a reference to
TrueCrypt.exe is found, this can be seen highlighted in Figure 26.
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IconCache.db viewed in P2 Commander

Reference to TrueCrypt.exe in
IconCache.db

Image data carved from IconCache.db (not shown in entirety)

Cached icon data matching
actual TrueCrypt.exe icon.

Figure 26 Analysis of IconCache.db

Using a file carving utility [59] the bitmap image data representing multiple icons was
extracted. A comparison of the extracted icon image data and the TrueCrypt.exe file’s
icon showed a number of matches which can be seen in Figure 26. Given that the icons
and reference to TrueCrypt.exe were found in this file, it provides additional evidence for
the forensic investigator that TrueCrypt has at some point been used on this installation of
Windows. The IconCache.db would not contain such data by default.
5.2.2 Evidence of mounting TrueCrypt volumes
One of the clearest indications that TrueCrypt has been used on this installation of
Windows could be found in the Registry location “\system\MountedDevices” of the
system.dat file. This location tracks volumes which have been used within Windows.
Converting the hexadecimal values found in the “data” key to ASCII we find multiple
references referred to as “TrueCryptVolume”. For this forensic image eight instances
were found, namely:
1. “TrueCryptVolumeT”,
2. “TrueCryptVolumeZ”,
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3. “TrueCryptVolumeZ”,
4. “TrueCryptVolumeT”,
5. “TrueCryptVolumeS”,
6. “TrueCryptVolumeS”,
7. “TrueCryptVolumeH”,
8. “TrueCryptVolumeH”.
These references differ from references found for removable media added to the system
and do correspond to the mounting of TrueCrypt volumes within the Windows operating
system. The letter following “TrueCryptVolume” corresponds with the letters which
were known to be assigned to both the standard and hidden TrueCrypt volumes at the
time of mounting them. This evidence shows that a TrueCrypt volume had been mounted,
but it was not possible to tell whether a standard or hidden TrueCrypt volume had been
mounted.
5.2.3 Recently accessed file evidence
Commonly Windows and some of its applications maintain a list of files recently
accessed. The recently accessed files’ list can be found in the registry. References were
found for a number of the sample documents created within or accessed from the standard
and hidden TrueCrypt volumes. These were found in the NTUSER.DAT registry file
under the following keys:
1. \Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\RecentDocs.
2. \Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Applets\Wordpad\Recent File List.
3. \Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Applets\Paint\Recent File List.
The values within each key showed filenames of documents accessed from within the
mounted TrueCrypt volumes. Importantly the first key included the mounted volume’s
volume label. If a suspect was required to mount a TrueCrypt volume under a legal act
such as RIPA [26] and mounted the less secret standard TrueCrypt volume whose volume
label did not match the one displayed in this registry key, they would need a plausible
explanation as to why the volume labels were different. One such explanation could be
simply that “I changed the volume labels name”. The files listed in each key only
reference a volume letter assigned to the filename. The volume letter shown would need
to be correlated against the volume letters found in section 5.2.2.
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Even with such

correlation it is possible for a user to mount the standard TrueCrypt volume and assign it
the same volume letter as one previously assigned to a hidden volume, thus providing
plausible cover for the hidden volumes existence.
5.2.4 TrueCrypt XML configuration file evidence
Using P2 commander software the unallocated space of the Windows system volume was
examined for TrueCrypt artefacts.

The remains of a TrueCrypt Extensible Markup

Language (XML) configuration file were found. The contents of the configuration file
are shown in Figure 27. The configuration file provided further evidence for the forensic
investigator that TrueCrypt had been used on this machine, but it did not provide any
further indication as to whether a hidden volume was in use.

Figure 27 TrueCrypt XML configuration file

5.2.5 Conclusions
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From evidence found in the “UserAssist” Registry key and IconCache.db file it was
possible to confidently determine that the TrueCrypt application had at some point in
history been started on this instance of Windows.
In our test scenario, just using standard Windows applications and functionality, multiple
references were found which logged data accessed from locations within a TrueCrypt
volume, standard or hidden.

However, even though references were recorded, the

forensic investigator could not definitively attribute their location to a TrueCrypt volume.
This would only be inference.
Of most use to a forensic investigator was the Registry location \system\MountedDevices.
The data stored in this key could confirm the mounted volume to be a TrueCrypt volume.
It does not however differentiate between the standard and hidden TrueCrypt volume
types.

5.3 Hard disk volume analysis of the hidden operating
system volume image
The hidden operating system examined in scenario 4 was loaded in to the forensic
analysis software P2 Commander [51]. The partitions containing the decoy operating
system, partition 0 and the hidden operating system, partition 1 were both correctly
displayed. The contents of both partitions when viewed in P2 Commander appeared to
only contain random meaningless data. Present in the unallocated area at the start of the
disk which represented the master boot record area, evidence of the TrueCrypt boot
loader was found and is shown highlighted in Figure 28. No other data relating to
TrueCrypt could be found.
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Figure 28 View of hard disk volume containing a hidden operating system

The boot loader provided evidence that TrueCrypt was in use, but it did not provide
evidence that a hidden volume existed. The fact that the partitions only appeared to
contain meaningless random data was expected and existence of a decoy or hidden
operating system was not apparent.
5.3.1 Conclusion
The stated purpose of the hidden operating system configuration is, to precisely protect
against the kind of information leakage observed in section 5.2 [7]. The hidden operating
system feature of TrueCrypt achieves this objective and would also protect against the
kind of 3rd party application data leaks which are documented in the paper by Czeskis, et
al. [25].
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Section VI
6. TrueCrypt volume header detection
6.1 Introduction
This section will examine the volume headers of a standard and hidden TrueCrypt volume
and headers used when TrueCrypt’s hidden operating system feature is used.

6.2 Standard and hidden volume header analysis
As part of the analysis carried out for Scenario 3, it was possible to revise our
understanding of the TrueCrypt volume layout. Using the program TCanalyzer [56] the
true volume layout was determined. The layout included locations of header information
for the standard and hidden TrueCrypt volumes and their respective backup headers.
The first 131,072 bytes at the start of the partition contained a normal standard TrueCrypt
volume header of 65,536 bytes followed by a hidden volume header also of 65,536 bytes.
If no hidden volume existed then this second header just contained random data when
viewed at the raw byte level. The last 65,536 bytes of the partition contained a backup of
the hidden volume header and the proceeding 65,536 bytes contained a backup header of
the standard TrueCrypt volume. Again if no hidden volume existed the backup hidden
volume header also contained random data. With knowledge of the header structures and
starting offset of the hidden volume it was possible to overwrite just the data contained in
the standard TrueCrypt volume. After deleting this data, the standard volume could not
be mounted within TrueCrypt, but the hidden volume remained accessible. This
confirmed that the hidden volume data only lies within the bounds of the standard volume
and not as quoted by Czeskis, et al. [25] “placed inside non-hidden, regular encrypted
volumes”.
The only part of a header which remained unencrypted was the first 64 bytes of each
header type [7], standard, hidden or corresponding backup headers. As can be seen from
the salt values shown in Table 5, extracted from the forensic image using TCanalyzer, the
salt values for backup headers differ from the original standard and hidden values. If the
values remained the same then it would be possible for the forensic investigator to
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determine likely volume extents. Extents could be determined by searching for pairs of
matching 64 bytes separated by at least the minimum volume size of a given partition.
As the salt values differ, this was not a viable option.
Volume header type

Salt 64 bytes

Standard

e7 48 80 88 ef 71 bf d6 0b 01 3e b7 c2 b9 7a 26
8c 62 e9 f5 33 b7 91 1b 64 30 02 61 31 1a e7 69
55 89 e8 ea a4 1a 3f 38 d4 4d 71 89 3c ac 20 de
9c 5a 39 39 52 61 59 53 86 32 aa 88 fb d5 2b b4

Hidden

6b 29 20 db 47 cd 4a b5 2a 3f 25 2f 19 25 ed 14
47 04 00 04 7f 8f 84 b4 ad e0 8e 7e 24 a4 d4 d7
85 5c c2 6d 92 f7 6d 1b 76 f2 03 48 40 6b 25 a9
96 d9 78 5f c1 ec 35 3a 03 1d 87 f4 4c 24 6c 4c

Standard backup

a2 a1 5a 34 ea 61 f6 6f b0 9e 9f 46 01 09 83 49
83 3c 08 ae 38 0a a9 d5 6b c7 18 f3 ef 0d c6 ea
62 e0 77 61 6a 1b b1 d8 ec d1 4a fa 1f 0a e3 8c
cf 21 53 96 4c de b7 9e b9 e1 f6 61 b0 01 d8 8c

Hidden backup

30 52 4f 71 3f 5f 40 a8 85 32 f3 82 c0 85 b7 26
b0 7b ad d1 e3 fe d4 f3 73 91 37 39 35 7d 0b a8
d4 d2 46 52 a9 50 28 75 2d 1b 7d 8a 47 6d f3 f7
c2 72 53 13 e5 a8 0b 7e 7d ae 5f 34 55 b4 da 48

Table 5 Volume headers "salt"

6.2.1 Conclusions
An unexpected consequence from the preparatory work performed to allow analysis of
the TrueCrypt headers has been a greater understanding of the relationship of a TrueCrypt
hidden volume to the standard volume. It is incorrect to say the hidden volume data area
is inside the standard TrueCrypt volume, this implies a reliance on the standard volume.
A more precise definition would be to say the hidden volume data area lies within the
extents of the standard volume data area. The hidden volume is not dependent on the
standard volume. This was confirmed by deleting data from the standard volume but
leaving the area occupied by the hidden volume. Hidden volume operations continued
normally whilst the standard volume failed to mount.
Even though the salt is unencrypted, it is generated using TrueCrypt’s random number
generation process as discussed earlier in section 2.6.5. Being random in nature there
was no observable difference between the salt and the remainder of data in the TrueCrypt
volume. As there was no difference it was impossible for the forensic investigator to
detect headers of any kind. The only option left to the investigator is a brute force attack
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on the user key of a suspected TrueCrypt volume. The attack would make assumptions
about the location of salt within the partition and combine this with a dictionary of pregenerated passwords to affect the attack. If the user chose a strong password, combined
with salt of

bits, a brute force attack could take an extremely long time to complete,

if at all.

6.3 Hidden operating system volume header analysis
The same volume forensic image used in Scenario 3 was used for this section’s analysis.
In Scenario 3 it was observed that the TrueCrypt boot loader was easily visible in the
master boot record of the hard disk volume as shown in Figure 24. The analysis also
showed that this block was flagged not as containing encrypted data, but the statistical
data suggested that it could be compressed data. A file carving utility [59] was used to
search the entire image for compressed archive formats, ZIP, RAR and GZIP and extract
the data following a match. Many false positive were encountered, but 2 valid archives
were found at byte offsets 2,560 and 17,920 within the forensic image. The archives were
matched using the GZIP archive file signature of hex 1F 8B 08. The files’ contents were
successfully extracted and viewed in a hexadecimal editor [13]. Both files’ contents were
identical and further evidence, which could be attributed to the TrueCrypt boot loader,
was found. The text found can be seen marked in Figure 29.
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Figure 29 Evidence of the TrueCrypt boot loader found in compressed data

Statistically no difference was observed at the expected header locations of the decoy
operating system and the hidden operating system partitions. Within each separate
partition no difference was observed between the header and data areas therefore the
headers remained undetectable in the forensic image.
6.3.1 Conclusion
From examination of the forensic image, the presence of the boot loader and the contents
of the compressed data confirm that TrueCrypt had been used with this hard disk at some
point previously. No further evidence of TrueCrypt headers was found which could be
used to determine whether the volume contained a hidden operating system or not. The
reasons why the headers could not be detected were the same as those concluded in
section 6.2.1. It was only possible to conclude that the data was random, and that the
partition data exhibited the same statistical properties which were expected of TrueCrypt
data.
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Section VII
7. Conclusions
This thesis has demonstrated via application of the process model that multiple statistical
tests can be used together and applied to a raw forensic image to classify data into either
being suspected as TrueCrypt or not. The study successfully distinguished the normal
hard disk partitions from an encrypted TrueCrypt partition.

In refining the process

model, the size of block sampling was found to be important. The block sample size
affected the detection of the encrypted data. It was also a factor in making the process
model workable from the perspective of data management. If the block sample size was
too small the forensic investigator would be confronted with millions of samples and the
process would be unworkable. This could also cause problems when importing the
statistical results into some spreadsheet applications for analysis, if the results exceeded
the maximum number of rows permitted in the application [60].
Addressing objective one of this thesis the standard TrueCrypt volume could be detected
statistically. However, when using only a single forensic image, the hidden volume
which lay within the standard volume extents could not be distinguished by randomness
testing. If multiple forensic images were available then a change in statistical results
could be observed, but the TrueCrypt documentation already warns users about this
potential risk [7]. It should be noted that the same change would also be apparent if just
comparing multiple forensic images of the hard disk data at the raw byte level and as such
was not unique to the statistical results. The forensic investigator would only waste time
in the forensic process generating these statistics.
The process model provided a degree of confidence that the sampled data contained
suspected TrueCrypt data. I use the word suspected because the model more accurately
classifies data as either encrypted or not.

The forensic investigator would need to

provide additional evidence to support their view that TrueCrypt was in use. This
additional evidence would depend on the mode in which TrueCrypt had been used and
what information had leaked.

Within section 5 it was demonstrated using regular

forensic process techniques that in some circumstances it was possible to detect when the
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TrueCrypt application had been executed in the operating system and when TrueCrypt
volumes had been mounted. Even when the entire operating system’s partition had been
encrypted, the boot loader provided evidence that TrueCrypt had been used. What could
not be said categorically in answer to the second objective was that the leaked
information definitively confirmed the presence of the hidden volume or hidden operating
system; rather it would only increase suspicion of their use. It was not possible to detect
the presence of the TrueCrypt volume headers, either standard or hidden. In answering
the final objective, as the headers could not be detected they could not be used to detect a
hidden volume or hidden operating system.
In summary, the TrueCrypt product achieves what it sets out to do, namely maintaining
data confidentiality and providing the user with the ability to deny data’s existence. If the
recommended security precautions are followed it is extremely unlikely that the forensic
investigator could detect the hidden TrueCrypt volumes or hidden operating system based
solely on a forensic image taken whilst the suspect’s computer was switched off.

7.1 Difficulties encountered
At the start of this study I envisaged that the primary application for the statistical
analysis would be the NIST Statistical Test Suite [40]. After successful compilation of the
source code on an Apple Mac computer, using the NIST supplied test data I followed the
instructions in the accompanying documentation [61] to confirm the software’s correct
operation. My results did not correspond to those in the documentation. The output
produced by my compiled version of STS was also different to that seen in the
documentation. This led me to the conclusion that the accompanying documentation was
out of date.
As I was unable to verify correct operation of the STS application I relied solely upon
ENT[41], the statistical test suite which I originally envisaged using to validate the results
from STS.

It transpired that unlike STS, ENT could be scripted and the program

supported a tabulated data output format which could easily be imported into spreadsheets
(see Appendix 4, ref2-5) for further analysis. Without the ability to script the process of
generating the statistical data I doubt whether my analysis would have been feasible.
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Originally I used the Linux command “split” to section my 55 GB forensic image into the
smaller files which represented my sample blocks. Whilst testing the effect of block
sizes on the statistical results I experienced unexpected errors. Further investigation led
me to conclude that the errors occurred in the splitting process when using the “split”
command with very small blocks sizes of 512 bytes. I could not determine at what point
this command resulted in incorrect output and so adopted the use of the Swiss File Knife
application [54].
I also experienced difficulties with the file system on my storage media used when testing
the effect of block size on the analysis process. I was aware of file directory limits for the
FAT file system, but also experienced similar issues when using FAT32 at around
500,000 files per directory. I then converted the storage device to the NTFS file system
which worked without issue.

7.2 Future Work
TrueCrypt supports a number of possible encryption algorithms, for details see Table 1,
and the scenarios could be re-run with each algorithm to determine whether the results
remained consistent across each algorithm type.
Even though the TrueCrypt source code is freely available for compilation, it would not
be possible to compile this code to produce an executable whose file hash matches the
same executable available from the TrueCrypt website. The reason is that the precompiled executable files are digitally signed with the TrueCrypt Foundations
certificate[7] which is not publicly available. Even though the file hashes would not
match, it would be worth simultaneously viewing the self-compiled and pre-compiled
programs execution within a program debugger to ensure that each version executes in a
consistent manner.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Operating systems supported by TrueCrypt
TrueCrypt [5] currently supports the following operating systems:
Windows

Apple Mac

Linux

7

OS X 10.8

32-bit and 64-bit versions, kernel 2.6 or compatible

(32-bit and 64-bit)

Mountain Lion
(32-bit and 64-bit)

Vista

OS X 10.7

(32-bit and 64-bit)

Lion
(32-bit and 64-bit)

XP

OS X 10.6

(32-bit and 64-bit)

Snow Leopard
(32-bit)

Server 2008 R2

OS X 10.5

(64-bit)

Leopard

Server 2008

OS X 10.4

(32-bit and 64-bit)

Tiger

Server 2003
(32-bit and 64-bit)
2000 SP4
Table 6 TrueCrypt's operating system support

The information contained in Table 6 is adapted from the TrueCrypt user guide [7]. The
following Windows operating systems are not supported: Windows RT, Windows
Itanium editions and the Embedded/Tablet versions of Windows.
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Appendix 2: TrueCrypt volume header
The TrueCrypt volume header format specification adapted from the information
contained in the TrueCrypt user guide [7].
Byte

Encryption

Description

Status
1-64

Unencrypted

Salt

65-68

Encrypted

ASCII string “TRUE” used to verify successful header
decryption

69-70

Encrypted

Header version

71-72

Encrypted

TrueCrypt version required to mount volume

73-76

Encrypted

CRC-32 checksum of decrypted bytes 257–512

77-92

Encrypted

Reserved must contain zeroes

93-100

Encrypted

Size of hidden volume. All zero in non-hidden volumes.

101-108

Encrypted

Size of volume

109-116

Encrypted

Byte offset of the start of the master key scope

117-124

Encrypted

Size of the encrypted area within the master key scope

125-128

Encrypted

Flag bits

129-132

Encrypted

Sector size (in bytes)

133-252

Encrypted

Reserved must contain zeroes

253-256

Encrypted

CRC-32 checksum of the decrypted bytes 65–252

257 variable up to
512

Encrypted

Concatenated primary and secondary master keys
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Appendix 3: TCanalyzer build instructions
The build instructions included with the TCanalyzer source code were found to be
inadequate when compiling the source code for Ubuntu Linux 10.4 LTS.

Many

additional dependencies were required by the Scramdisk dependency before successful
compilation occurred. The full installation script is given below, some familiarity with
the Linux command shell is assumed.
Scramdisk dependencies installation
From the command line run
sudo apt-get install g++
Download file qt-x11-free-3.3.8b.tar.gz available from
http://download.qt-project.org/archive/qt/3/qt-x11-free3.3.8b.tar.gz.mirrorlist

Extract the source code files from archive qt-x11-free-3.3.8b.tar.gz
tar xvzf qt-x11-free-3.3.8b.tar.gz

In the extracted file directory run
./configure and

accept the license agreement [yes]

From the same directory run
/usr/bin/make
sudo apt-get install libxext-dev
sudo apt-get install qt3-dev-tools
sudo apt-get install texlive-science
sudo apt-get install texlive-fonts-recommended

Download Scramdisk 2.1 file ScramDisk_2.1-0.tar.gz from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/sd4l/files/latest/download?source=files

Extract the source code files from archive ScramDisk_2.1-0.tar.gz
tar xvzf ScramDisk_2.1-0.tar.gz
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From the ScramDisk-2.1 directory run the commands
make
sudo make install

Building TCanalyzer
Download TCanalyzer source code file tcanalyzer.tar.gz from
http://www.privacy-cd.org/downloads/

Extract the source code files from archive tcanalyzer.tar.gz
tar xvzf tcanalyzer.tar.gz

From the TCanalyzer directory run the command
Make
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Appendix 4: Files on accompanying CD
Table 7 shown below is an index to the files supplied on the CD accompanying this
thesis.
File
reference
number
Ref1

Filename

Description and MD5 file hash

Vol Analysis.xlsm

Spreadsheet to automate the generation of the command
line instructions to split data into blocks for analysis.
MD5 hash:
940F72760FFCDC11C31E23A20C65A57A

Ref2

Analysis STD volume.xlsx

Analysis of a standard hard disk partition.
MD5 hash:
E2320BD119A6DB3C34D04BE22ABDB87A

Ref3

Analysis TCSTD volume .xlsx

Analysis of hard disk including a standard TrueCrypt
volume.
MD5 hash:
CEF9A4F60002393CFD4A310E62AAAB48

Ref4

Analysis TCHID volume .xlsx

Analysis of TrueCrypt volume containing a hidden
volume.
MD5 hash:
2E9DF7740BF49CCE823CAA538FFCE5C6

Ref5

Analysis TCHIDOS.xlsx

Analysis of a hidden operating system.
MD5 hash:
4B9725D908BEDD32C2B412AB65097A71

Table 7 Index to files included on CD with this thesis
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